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The purposes of,the program were (1) to introduCe computers and already
del/If-loped computer curricular materials into the secondary schools of the District .

oftblumbia, and (2) to study and make explicit. the process of adopting the
'computer-based materials. The fate schools involved in the program were Woddrow
Wflson; Dunbar' and Eastern High Schools,-and St. Anselm's Abbey, School, a private

school, :

Two sets of activities were perforthed, corresponding to the two components of
tPle-prOject: (1) facilitating the adoption and change process,- and (2) studying this

change process. The basic policy of the project was to introduce, computers into
the curriculum through the use of curricular materials which had already 'been developed

elsewhere. -

The study-Was designed to provide a systematic, yet flexible, method of gathe7f_:_ ,

analyzing, and presenting:informatioh bearing on a Wide range of complex-and inter-
related factorS'that are active in the adoption process. The researchers decided that

to focus on purely technical or cost - factors would be to ignore the most critical

factors in the adoptiabf educational "innovations. .Attitudes,Ivalues, roles and
interpersOnalirelatiOnships,were.addressed in order Tor the study td'reflect the

real process +of-change, .even- though such "objective :measures as student grades,

attendance, computer-440ge,'or costs are also meaningfUl. A four -level conceptual

framework was adoptepeOx the study The four "leyelg of reality" were: 1(1) the
institutional (schPallvironment; (2) the project. environment- (3) .the curriculum .

environment; and (4) tlie'Iearning activities. Although'specific objectives for
computer use were determined-at each school, there was one adoption goal .0.the

peoject'as a whole: to have the computebased currtcala well enough established by`

the end of the project periodSo that these activities would continue after project
-

funding and support ended -

A complete descriptiono£,project findings, can be found in Chapter V of this

report. The.findings below are extracted to,proNlide the reader with a synopsis of

the study'.s,more -Important results, concluSions, and recommendations.
.

. . .

1. Number of ugers,iircreased from .approximately 780 in the first year ,tOFZ...

approximately 3.500 in the 'second year: .Q .

2.. Nuthber Of user schooIs_increased'feem 4 to 12 in the 'second year.

., 3 TheSuperiLendent agreed to' rovide continued support for-the instructional
camp program:_in the.b,C. Public-Schools: , . .

t.. Anseth's Abbey School.estabilkshed its own network with their extra ports

,while continuing to exchange program's and ideas with.the other originarproject Sthool

5. Th original project teachers established,, on theirown , a popular training

workshop for new, interested teachers.
6. ,Where data were obtained systematically, the results clearly shot improvd-

, o
ment_in the e-rquality of studeht achievement and attendance.

6
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.-' 1 %
7..i. Despite the initial'focus of the .project on adoption -rather than developMent

,

over-5O% of the programs used in the second ieaF alone were developed from scratch
and 12% were modified by the project teachers. !Teachers felt the need to tailor'
most, mat6iials to.theii pedagogy:

. ,

. 8. Release time was not sufficient for the teacher as an incentive to
continue work-. fr..: ,

- -

,9. As HuMRRO relinqUished authority, no marigemen ,
t leader merged within the

.5

-1,project schools; The lack-resulted in the dormancy of post-pfoject plans for
instructional computing in the D.C. oSSPACE'Project Schools.

e- '10. . It vas not feasible,to develop, during the project life,-'a necessary
lias.ieskills package which could have benefited all schools in the District.

/.

.

Redo. ndations:
'Irin'st:ructibnal computing_is to continu9 to ivlp D.C. Public' Schools: -d,

6

:.4c!-' - 1. A strcing,;0oblitically aware person is needed to coordinate instructional
4omputing in the Ic.,,c Schools. Preferably, this individuat7hould be an instructional
.'person with computing literacy and,with the authority 6f the Superintendent's Office
behind hiM/her; A

. ..
. ..

.--'.. 2.,' There.is a ne'ed.kto establish -.some datacording standards. sod ,that instruc-
tionaLeffectivenesS canyeasily be measured and programs. iMproved; : ,

:t..: A Dist tict-,widecomputing literacy program is needed if the value of-
instructional computing is ..to-be perceived. '

. 4. Remedial comp.1ter-based-math an&reading,packages should be obtained or
developed and made accessible to all elemelltariand secondary schools. 5
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D.C. SECONDARY SCHOOLS:PROJECTFOR'ADOPTING
COMPUTER--AIDED EDUCATION

SSPACE Program)

SUMMARY

PURPOSE'

The SSPACE program was sponsoredby a grant awarded-to the Human Resources'

Research...Organization (HumRRO from the-National Science Foundation (Office of

Education,)
1 The purposes of the two-year programTechnological Innovation 'in

were (1) to introduce'computersand already developed computer curricular

materials intb,the secondary.schools df.the District of Columbia, and (2)

to study and 'Make explicit'the grocess of adopting the computer -based materials.

The four schools involved in the prbgram were Woodrow Wilson, Dunbar and

Eastern High Schools, and St. Anselm's- Abbey School, a private school.

ORGANIZTIQN AND STAFFING

To facilitate the conduct bf this cooperdtive venture, a Board of Directori

was established to provide overall guidance to the project. The Board was

chaired by Mr: Maurice Jackson, Principal of Woodrow WilsonHigh Schota. The

.principals of the other three participating schools_ were members,of the-

Board: -Ms. Phyllis R. Beckwith,.Dunbar High Sbh ol; Mr., William J. Saunders,
, .

,,

,-- /'-'
Easte'rn HigIVEchool; and Father Michael Hall, St. Anselm7p!Abbey Schobl.

Otter members of the'Board initially included two nationally known experts

in computer-based education: Dr., Sylvia Charp of the School

System, and Dr. Thomas Dwyer, Principal-Investigator for Project SOLO (in the

Pittsburgh School System). The@incipal Investigator from 'HumRRO, Dr. Robert

r ,

-,J. J. Seidel, was the seventh member of the Board. (Mr. Jackson-of Wilson-High
, .--

was Co-Principal Investigator of this Study.).
,

1Grant No. TIE-74-19456

L

,
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HumRRO provided a Director o f Support, Ms. Carol Kastner, who was

responsible for the day -to -day operations to implement the computer-based

materialsin the schools. Addition HumRRO support personnel helped, teachers

and student assistants at each school accomplish their prolect-related
A s

activities. A designated HumRRO staf member was on hand daily tohelp each

participating school.

Each school had a "chief".teacher involved in the project; as well:as

one or two "user" teachers designated-by the principals to participate. Th eSe

teachers were released one-fifth time tb work with,the project during the

first year, integrating the computer-based .materials into their courses.'
r.

Additional interested teachers were brought into_the project during the second

O

year.

T The system configuration was designed to be expandable. Each school had

8 computer terminals. Woodrow Wilson High School had a Hewlett-Packard 20C

access system with'16 ports dedicated to remote lasers at the other schools

...ilk.4ocapaci;y for 8 additional. ports. This capability was not fully utilized,

since Dunbar and-St. AnselmVs also-had access to their own computers; Hewlett-
-.

PaCkard 2000E's.- At any one time, ports were available into Wilson. Dunbar's

2004 had a.capacix of.16,simultaneous users, eight of which were ut ilized,

An additional port cost approximately $30/port/month for4telephones-and data

sets. Planning for a ratio of 2 termAals/port gaide the capabl.lity for an

additional 16 remote,terminals into Dunbar.

°° THE GENERAL APPROACH
,\-1? t d

. : -' 1 ,

A, -

. -

V Two sets of activities .were performed, corresponding'to the twocomunents ;''

'

.

e

of the project: ..(1) facilitating the adoption and change process, and (3)-

studying this change process.

04'
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Adoption Process

It was a basic pol'i-cy of the project to introduce domputers in-to the

curriculum through the use of curricular materials which"had already been

developed elsewhere. (That is
V
the primary emphasis of this.project was on

e.
adoption, not development.) While it was expected that there would be some

. -

probleMs in integrating materials "from the outside" into the educational
, .

programs-of the four schools, the principals agreed that it was far more

1t
.feasible to use such materials initially thanto begin developing new materials:

spec ically

Study Approach. .

The. stUdy was designed to provide a sYsteMatic,,yet flexible method
. e

. ,
. ,

,

of gathering, analyzing and presenting information bearing on :a very Wide,,,

,. . . /
range of complex .

and interrelated,factots?that are active in the adoption
. .

.

process. The
1 researchers,deCided that to faus onpurely technical or cost

eir sc %ools.
-

factors would be to ignore the most critical fadtorS in the adoption of

educational innovations. Attitudes, values, roles, and inter -personal'

relationshipsreeded(to be,addressed if' the study were to reflect the real

process of change, even'though such "objective" measures was student grades.,)

attendance,- computer usage, or costs are also meaningful.

. .:.,

A four-level conceptual framework was ad6pted fo'r the study. The four

"levels of reality" were (1) the institutional (school) enviionment; (2)
/ .

.

. - Y -
.

'"

the project environment;41.3) the curriculum environment; and (4) the learning

a

'Although- specific objecti es for computer use were d:, .lined at each

school, there was'ofte adoption goal to the project as a Th`at goa1L

/

AL-

was to have thecOmputer-based curricula well enough established by the end

of.the project period so that these activities would cotinue after project
. _, \ .

/funding and support ended., Thus, early and is post-project planning
P 'Alk



as an integral activity of the joint effort (including administrative,

financial, and educational mechlanisms)-was established. It was.hoped-that-,

thes lana would insure.that withdrawal of federal and HumRRO support would

\uot result in deterioration of the ed-uational programs that hadbeen

establisheil%in' the project. This necessary planning function to effect a

A.--
smooth turnkey transition from external to internal management and operation

\

,
began at the start of ehe grant period. Informal memorandawe'rd a continuing

product of management-nieetings such that on an interactive basis, a self-

sustaining coherent pi:an emerged. The HumRRO Principal Investigator and

Director of Support met with the principals at a minimum of once a month

(every.-two weeks for the first t-three months) and the Board ofd )rrectors met

quarterly. HumRRO suppOrt personnel met with the teachers bilWeekly.

O

'The production of the new plan was to be the primary responsibility of

the principals pith support provjaed-by the HumRRO staff. HumRRO staff

formulated the Draft Plan in early 1976. Detailed budgeting and final prepar-

ation of the New Coherent Plan was completed by. the Board of Directors, and
. -

. zc.
. _

submission was made in April; 1976 to the Superintendent, Office of State

. .

Administration of the D.C.,:Sohool System. ..

.,..,

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

A complete description of project findings can lie found in Chapter V-.

The findings described below were- extracted to provide the reader witifi a

synopsis of the study's- more important results6 conclusions, and recommenda-

tions. e f
. . Z w

1. N mber.of users increased from approximately 780 in the'first yea;

2
to approximately 1500 in the second year.

2. Number of user schools increased from 4 to 12 in the second year.

2.7

O



3. The Superintendent agreed to provide continued support for the

instructional computing programj.n the DX. Public Schools:

An account was established'to pay,for both computer and
1

oterminal maintenance.

It was agreed that an instructional computing coordinato

would.be appointed out of the central D.C. School System

offices.

q.

. A
4.' St. Anselm's Abbey School established its own network with their

extra ports while continuing to-exchange programs and ideas with the other

original SSPACE Schools.
/1 .

'N)

5. The original SPACE project 'teachers established, on their own, a

popular training workshop for new, interested teachers. By the end of HumRRO

participation in the project there was an increase to 38 participating
4

teachers--or over 300% from the initial cadre it just two y o=rs.

6. Where data were obtained systmatically, the results clearl how

improvemett in the quality of student achievement and attendance.

7. Despite the initial focus of the project on adoption rather than

Iv development, over 50% of the programs used in the second year alone were

1----,l

developed from scratch and 12% were modified by tilt SSPACE teachers." Teachers
.,-.

felt the teed -to
I

tailor most materials to their pedagogy.
1

8.. ItI7ease time was not sufficient for'.the teacher as an incentive to

continue work.

9. As HumRRO relinquished authority, no management leader emerged

within the project schools. This lack has resulted in the dormanpy orpost
A'o

project plans for instructional computing in the D.C:SSPACE Schools.

10. It was not fe'asible to develop during the project life anecessary

basic skills paCkage which could have benefited all schools in the district.

5



Recommendations: If instructional computing is to contAnue to help D.C. ,

-Pubflc Schools:

1. A strong, politically aware person is'needed to coordinate

instructional computing in the D.d. Schools. Preferably, this individual

4'

should be an instructional person with computing literacy and with the authority

of the superintendent! Office behind him/her.

a

2. There is a need to estal-1- some data recording standards's° that

.

instructional effectiveness can 'be.measnred and programs imprdv.ed.

3. A Distrfct-wide computing literacy program is needed ifAhe value of

instructional coMputing is to be perceived.
I

4. Remedial computer-based math. and reading packages should be obtained

or developed and made accessible to all elementary and sccondary schools.

Discussion of the ,gindings which led to these recc-77men:L.zions is found

-

in Chapter IV of this report. This report is organized as follows:

I. I Brief Historical Backgrounc' oISSPACE -

J

1

a-

Ii. Support and Coordination Activities

_III. Monitori4the AdoDticn Process
I

IV. Attendance and liCI-rievemenr. Data

V. Recommendations /Suggested Models .

I

-se

4

11'

sb



4.
COMPUTING EQUIPMENT

Chapter I

BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 06SPACE

In July, 1974 the Human Resources Research Organization(HumB2.0) was

awarded a grant from the National Science Foundation to establish instructional

computing in four District of Columbia schools... HumRRO's specific goals in

this project were: (1) to assist in implementing.instructional computing in

the classroom and (2) to s t dy the process of adopting computer-based materials.

The project began with the_purchase.of two Hewlett-Packard(H-P) 2000E's and

one 2000F time-sharing systems. ,Site preparation at each school (Wilson, Dunbar

EasternEadteand i-;igh.Sdhools, and St. Anselm's,Abbey School) was completed bY'

SepteMhei and the systems were installed by.October. The original network

configuration among the fourschools is shown

Eastern

-7.

St. Anselm's
2000E

Dunbar
2000E

Each of the lines above represents a port reserved on the Wildon computer.

The four schools received eight terminals each. The terminals at Wilson and

Eastern were connected only to,the 2000F at Wilson. Both Dunbar andiSt. Anselm's
,

can tie into the Wilson computer on foUr of their terminals or can use all

eight on their 0 2000E. Each of the Computers purchased has the capacity

1,

0
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. ,
_.

be upgraded to include more ports and larger.storageto accommodete'an .

-

.increase in users.
- ,

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Managementof theprOject was initially assumed by 1-IumRRO; overview

o ' s .
,%... 4

. 1,%re'L:,: N., .

t
'r .1

e
1.,

-resporisibilities were assumed by the-Board of Directors composed of partici-
.- .

pating schools' principals and the. HumRR O'Frincipal Investigator. HumRRO's

-approach to the project management was "turnkey." In practical terms, thiS

meads that the HtimRRO personnel worked with the school'system to set up

procedures for-
dealing with instructional computing and .eventually the school-

system itself would incorporate the changesto accommodate the innovative use

of the computers by the end of the grant period. The turnkey procedure,

ideally would be phased in as the project progreiied. For the first year of

the project, principal management was performed by HumRRO staff. HumRRO's

management continued in the second year,Idespite efforts to have School

System personnel-take on major functions.. The School.System assumed some of

the minor reSponsibilities Such as-computer-maintenance. BbweveE, the long-
.

range-planning-5nd establishing the-computer program as a viable District of

Columbia program continued to b handled by HumRRO. A complete discussion

of.gumRRO's roles is inclUded in a later section of this report.

WORKSHOPS':

In August, 1974, -eleven teachers participated in a three-week workshop

conducted by HumRRO. Teachers were introduced to. the available instructional'

.,.computer materials; techniques for evaluating their alp'Propriateness to course

'objectives, aftd to the numerous methods employed in using the-computer;:in
-

the classroom. The teachers also received instruction- in the.BASIC computer
1 .

programming language and learned how to operate the computers and, teletypes.

.Following sampling of the computer materials available on the I.P-P computers,

8
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t.- .\) . ..

, t .

teachers selected.programs for .their -,use in thd 1974-75 school yOr.. In

- .. . '
some teachers. created their.own programsato fulfi l). the needs and

_ .
addition,

'desires of heir students. In the opinion of the HumRRO staff, the teachers'

..1
abiiities-to program in BASIC and evaluate existing instructional computing

materials'-'were supeilor,and continued to improve throughout the schpol year.

After a year of using programs which were not completely satisfactory, the
,

teachers requested a second workshop which would focus prim4rily on develop-

N: ment of new programs. 'HumRRO presented BASIC instruction daily and offered

advice to the teachers in the development of their programs. During the thred-

week workshop in July, the teachers produced a-staggering number of programs

(99) to be used in the next school year.

In August, 1975, the three project teachers from Wilson High School

conducted a two-week workshop for Wilson teachers interested in learning about

instructional computing. Ten teachers new to the Project attended the work-
,

shop where they learned BASIC and were able to sample programs available

on the computer. HumRRO assisted in the teaching of BASIC and in presenting.

an overNi.ew'of instructional applications of computing.

Prbject teaChers fromlvDunbar and Wilson conducted workshops at their

. r
schools during July and August, 1976'. Seven interested teachers attended

WilsOrr's workshop; Dunbar had

Of programs already developed,

ten teachers. The workshops in luded sampling
ti

instruction in. BASIC and experi entatio of

-
the instructional Dialogue Facility (on the Wilson,system). Teachers attending

the workshops expressed desire to use the computerin ethe 1976-77 school year.

. Data on usage, of-course, are not presently available. However, it is

significant to note aiat the total number of participating teachers in the

SSPACE Program increased over 300%, from eleven to 38, after only two years

of its existence. As an indicator of success for the turnkey approach, it is .

,

based.even moie important that this increased involvement of teachers was largely

on self- motivated initiative. .
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tCL.ASSSROOM COMPUTER USAGE --11974-1975

fi, .d:4 A_
,

A

l
. .

Intrbduction Of the computer and computer-related currilCular materials
... / . 7

was started on a small scale during the 1974-75 schOol year. Most of the

teachers4n the program tocused on computer usage in one of their classes 2

with other classes receiving briefer exposure.. In some instances, students

not assigned to a project teacher used the computer'foedrill and practice inA-

basic:mathematical op'erations.

The following table shows studentcomputer involvement at ,the four.SSPACE
A

schoOls.

.

4.

.

. \

School No. Teachers -No. Classes No. St-udents

Wilson 3 11 246'

Dunbar 3 12 310

Eastern 2 4 74

St. Anselm's 3 8 147

Total 11 35 777

Project teachers used computer - basked materials in their classes in' a

number of Afferent ways. The materials selected and the waythey were used was

a function of the teacher's personality and,:the type of/ class being taught,

Ii-

Several approaches taken by prqect teachers are outlined below.

-Use Existing Programs The teacher selected an existing program,

frequently from the Huntington II or,Hewlett-Packard library materials. The

program was put-on their system and used "as is" at the appropriate point in

theeourse. )

2. Modify Existing Programs. The teacher selected an existing program

but found. that it would not run properly on the system or he/she objected'to

the content-of the prdgram.in some way. The prograth. <was modified to meet student

needs.



".--

-...,
-
,

., ,3t, Develop New Programs. The teacher.sutveyed-existing programs
C e

xe.

to find

. ones that `were approptiate'for-his/her class. If none was appropriate, the

,teacher wrote a new program;

I

When the project began it was expected that'teacher use of computer-based
- ,

Alaferia.ls-would be piimarity to use existing programs as is and to modify

existing programs Mat actualiy happ ned was the greater than half the programs

teadhers tried to use were their own. As Table 1 indicates, Zegmg of usage'

of existing programs was highly variable across teachers."At a summer workshop

held at Wilson (July 14 - August 1, 1975).niale of the project teachers developed
\_

a total of 99 programs for use in the coming year. A breakdown'of classrooth

o rap uter usage forlows.

1974-75 1975-76

Total'Programs Used . 217 .

New Programs Developed -115 , 53 99,

(as of 8/1/75)

Existing Programs Modified. 26 r 12

Existin&yrograms-Used As Is 76

ti

11

.

ct

O



Table 1,

Total Programs

Teacher Courge Used

New Programs Existing 'Programs 'Exisiing Programs

Developed Modified Used Ai'',Is ,

,

Wilson HS

.

:
8.

30

, .

1

14

3

'

1

0

'13 .

6

0

14

,

.

BarWidk PSSC Physics

Clark Algebra-Trig

Inensive

Story Chemistry I .

Total 52 18 14 20

Dunbar HS

,

4

14

,

,24

33

.

'.4

18

30

%

1

,r

3

2 '

,

.

.

1

.

.

.'lexandir Intro to Office

... Machines'

`Kahng F.irst Half

Elem Algebra

Sidewater Applied Math

Total -, 71 52 13

0

_Eastern HS

,

20

6

.

9

6

3

0

-

8

0

/ %

.

Manning Algebra 2 ,

Street Bookkeeping

Total , 26 'b 15 .' 3. . 8

St. AnSelnit S

.

' ' 7

4.

57

.

.

r

A

N

.. 7

1

22

..

0

3

0

O\

0 \

35

A

-

.
,

Bergeron, Algebra 2
. ,

Fahy . American laterature
.

Heukels Physics I

Total
, 68 30 3 "35

4.3
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19/5-76 SCHOOL -YEAR
:

.A,11 of the original project teachers-continded their computer usage in

the second year of the project. Some Of the teachers received the same classes

to teach; some had new classes altogether.' In additiOn, non - project teachers

,at each of the schools also became involved' with the cotput rc St. Anselm's

system expansion to six schools increpsPd their computer . A'joint

effort'between HumRRO and SSPACE produced a week-long computing literacy'
t -

course for 10th graders at Wilson. The computer club at Wilson has over fifty.

student memberswho are interested In all sorts of computers and applications.

HumRROparticipatedinteachingacourseentitled,"Applications of Computers
y.

in Learning" which was'offered by the Educational I'adhnology Department of

Catholic University. Twenty-four teachers from eight sdhoois in Washington
i

- - .

, ..

enrolled in the class which utilized the Wilson computer. facilities. Highlights
,

of the teachers' course projects a.4-"e presented in Chapter III.

.COnservative estimates of computer usageindicate that approximately 900
P -

students used the'System this year during their classes1 This number does

not include the schools on the St. Anselm's system, because estimates of-
.

usage are not available. Wilson,had 410 users; Dunbar,had.200; Eagtern had

Anselm's had a50. Wilson increased its number of users by 67% over

the first, yea'r; Eastern .by 89% -and St. Anselm ont±nued.at almoSt 100%

student participation.. Dunbar decreased its .use y 35% during the second year.
,... . iThe

z
are re not obvious, but the school was n a state of re7locationto

.
- .

another site during this time.- Also, there seemed to be a teacher morale

problem ,concerning adequate release.time-

1We.are ure that more teachers and student
aware of .

used the computer that we are



o
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\

''''.
-

Programs-vere written and modified throughouA the school. year. flevel6p-
. .

went efforts during the year yielded fifty-sevAn'new programs in various
"°"'

subjects: Students at Dunbar have written. quiz programs on their favatite

ats for other students to use." Many of the students who.learned program=

-
ming li:si year were invaluable in hlelping their teachers write materials for

their classes.

RELEASE TIME

Because of provisions in the National Science Foundation grant, during

the first year of the project
, palticipatink teacher$ were - relieved of one-

-...

fourthof their teachihg duties.' Teachers spent their release time in the

computer room--gither creating or modifying programs or assisting students,

on, the computer. In addition, many of the teachers opened the computer room

for student use before and after school.

Release money also provided for other'growth experiences for SSPACE

teachers. Half of the teachers traveled to Philadelphia in October 1974, for

a demonstration of programs being-developed-by teachers in the Philadelphia.

Public. Schools. Three teachers attended the Association for Educational

Data Systems (AEDS) Annual. Meeting and a Hewlett-Pacicard Users Group. meeting

in April, 1975, in Virginia Beach. One of the teachers from fastdtn. traveled

1k

to Denver to see the Math Curriculum Project and sKe attended a-,conference on

Computers and Math in PhoeniX, Arizona.
a

Student assistants were also provided by the grant. Each teacher recruited

one or two of his or her students .who showed zeal for the computer. espon--

sibilities of student assistants varied among teachers; some students were
7

on hand in the terminal rooms to help students sign on and off, access programs
,

and write programs Other assistants developed new 'programs in accordance

. 14

CI
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with teacher-formulated specifications. Ai7Wilson Hig School, the student

'-,. a`sietantOogcame so iadept at programMing that they. actually operateethe.
,.. .

computer and wrote sophisti-E-ated prograps for both students and teachers to
-

O
,.s .use. Details of -a- student assistant questionnaire are in Chapter IV, Lek7e1.4-..

\. :. . \ :.-' o

i
Durigr.I975 -76 release time was not provided for most of the teachers

1

because.of staffing and budget problems in tp00D.C. School System. Tn addition,

the. teachers si Wilsonhad, in some cases twice as many students as-they
.

1
. ; . ..1

\...., . .

had thehe previOus year. This resul ed it a lack of planning-time. We -.:.

...

4,-, 7- 1. . , 0

feel the 1O'ered release time'has been a major deterren't to.the development_

of ne%z programs during the year: ,It is-HumRRO's contention that reallocation

oisteacher time for computer- curriculum development is a .Critical factor in 46.

the successful implementation-of such'an.innovative educational technology.
-

Further discussion of our,findings is presented later in this report.

HUMRRO'S ROLES

Monitoring the Adoption Process

In addition to HumRRO support personnel who'were responsible for the

project management, a HumRRO study,team was responsible for studying the r?
,..

adoption of computerased materials throughout the.NationSl Science Foundation

grant period. The HumRRO plan for monitoring adoption is multi- leveled.' We

feel that comprehensive understanding of the adoption process possibld only

through monitoring of the innovative project as'i=tas touches andlis influenced.

- by relevant parts of the,entire school system. The monitoring, therefore,

extends_from the Superintendent's office down to the individual teacher and

his or her students. To permit systethatic examination we divided our study
-

into the following areas:

Level l: System-EnVironment. This level examines the school system

and the relations of project-principals, teachers and students to the entire

D.C. School tystem.



b.

of all -proj

examined.

ir.
1 i' '

Project Environment. In this level the communication networks - .5

. .Z sa..

1

personnel (including HuiRRO and the hardware vendors)are

4

Level#3: .Curriculum Environment. This,level focuses'on the teachers
,

and the implementation of the materials into their curricula.

livel 4: Learning Activities. The student's achievement, attitude 'towards,

and use of, the computer materials.is examined-in this level:

Experience' in us in: our -level approach has shown diet phe levels

arenot completely inde'endent. However; conceptgallithis method of examin-

ation provides comtl-reheixSiv coverage of the factors which affect or' potentially..
. \.

affect the student s use of computers in a class. Far future-formative

evaluation purposes in similar projects, thisdopproach also yields a pragmatic

9

assignment of most activities and events relative to the various levels.

Chapter IV contains measures and instruments from all four levels.

Included in our four-level approach is a set of assumptions we formulated'

at'the onset of the project which we hoped wduld highlight project activities.
,

T
In-this report We list the assumptions and describe what transpired to

either confirm or negate,the'assumptions.

HYPOTHESES

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, HumRRO init- iated the SSPACE Project

with some fundamental hypotheses about the adoption process apd how 'It would

.
.

progress throughout the grant period. These are listed below. Later in the

report the discussion will be expanded to include our modified hypotheses

as the project progressed.

-Level 1: System Environment'

A fundamental philosophy of HumRRO in this grant was that project

management would be turnkey. That is, .HumRRO would help to establish basic

.

16



.relationships and procedures which would later be;assumed by*members of the

,F.4school,,*steS(flaom the school board to-the stUdents). We visualized a

&Tadualproces%.which was to take place:over the courses of the project in a,-
systematic manner. This:process would i re continuity of the program so

that it would become a.natural part of the school system curriculum. Some

functions we recognized as being more easily incorporated with the existing

school system structure. Other project issues would require extensive prior .

.4 I

negotiations, explanations and the cooperation of project participants with

school system representatives. ,Specific items considered were:

1. Increased direct communication between teachers at different project

O
.schools would be necessary to facilitate the process of adoption.

2. Private and publicitchools would be linked together, sharing resources

and keeping one'-another informed of any problems encountered and progress

made within the respective school system.s.

3. At the end of the grant period, the two school systems would assume

Overall management and fiscal responsibility for those portions of the SSPACE

Program accountable to, their respective sectors, public and private. Examples

of fiscal responsibilities are: computer and terminal maintenance, release

time, if any, related computer supplies.
.

4. School Board awareness and involvement would be attained by the end

of the grant..

5. ,An open-ended question was whether or not and in what form the

"electronic school system" established between public and private school

systems by .SSPACE would continue.

6. The SSPACE Program would naturally expand to,include community

members,

17



Level 2: Project Environment

Initial hypotheses held at the proj/ect.level included the following.

1. Each school entered the project with different goals and methods

of computer usage. The differing computing environments will demand unique

management schemes and schedules to be responsive to the unique needs of

teachers and students.

2. The hardware and software vendors would be sensitive-to the unique

.needs of the varied educational environments in whiCh they placed their

prOducts-.

3. Student assistants, trdined early in the project, could provide the

day-to-day support required for te nal operations.

Level 3: Curriculum Environment.

The background premises for this level are below, followed by specific

hypotheses.

1. A major premise in this level was that the project teachers would

have different backgrounds and educational philosophies. .

2. .Their implementations of the computer into the curricula would

probably be different from one another's and would reflect their backgrounds
/;

and philosophies.

3. Despite individual teacher differences, the teadhers would have

goals in common and wouldcwork together to achieve their goals. Specific

hypotheses follow.

(a) Teacher computing expertise., training and attitudes will affect..

computer usage'and its effectiveness.

(b) HumRRO would be a resource for teacher selection of computer,

Materials and suggest data items for collection.

18



(c) As teacher confidence with programming grows, a teacher will

be less satisfied with existing packages and will yant5,0 develop his/her

own instructional applications.

(d) Teacher_ computing attitudes will affect studett attitudes:

(e) While integrating computer usage into their classes, teachers

would add new course objectives dealing with the computer.

Level. 4: ,Learning ACtivities,
7

Assu21mptions about'bou student learning activities are below.

1. Computer usage will affect student opinion of the, class.

2. Student motivation to learn is increased through involvement with

computer-based learning materials (CBLM).

3. Intensity and variety'of computer use will increase with successful

student achievement.

2



BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chapter II

SUPPORT.AND COORDINATION ACTIVITIES

The function of th.P Board. of Directors of the SSPACB Program is to
s.

provide overall guidance and determine project policy. Some of their concerns

this past year have been-relationship to the school board, to the local

'community, and project expansion. Originally, the Board was chaired by

Maurice Jackson, Co-principal Investigator of the Pro.gram. The other members

included the principals of the other three schools, Dr. Seidel, and two

nationally known experts in educational computing (see,Figure 1).
#

First Year.
Board of Directors

Maurice Jackson (Chairperson).

William Saunders'
Phyllis Beckwith
Father Michael Hall
Robert Seidel
Thomas Dwyer
Sylvia Charp

Figure 1

It became apparent that the consultantS from outside Washington had served

the purpose:of initial, motivation. They had neither the time nor the interest

to attend meetings; thus, they could not regularly provide continuing.valuaLe

guidance to the prgject. Consistent with a goal of the project, to expand to
f

involve the community, it was decided to replace these experts with community



ti

members who could work more closely with the project and enjoy, the benefits

f its success. 'Harold Belcher,. a parent and computer scientist, and,- .

William Spaulding, city counCil.ember and chairman of its education committed',

were chosen to serve one-year terms (see Figure 2).

Second Year
Board of Directors

William-Saunders (Chairperson)

Phyllis Bechwith
Father Michael Hall
Gloria Adams
Dorothy Brown
Robert Seidel
Olivia Parker
Harold Belcher
William Spaulding
Vin -nt Story
Da d Sidewater

cy Colodny
,

Figure 2

,

The above shift to a local focus was accompanied during, the, project's

second year by unfortunate changes in key personnel. Chairmanship of the

Board was transierred to William Saunders, Principal of Eastern when Maurice

Jackson went on leave for o'ne year. William Saunders was soon promoted to

a regional assistant superi-ntendency, but continued.to participate and provide

direction to this Board. This instability of Bodrd leadership was harmful in

that it-was more difficult for liumRRO to ease out of-the diiectional role and

give responsibilitrfor the project to the school system personnel. An

additional significant factor contributing to instability during'the second.

year wasthe ,promotion of Mr. Vincent7Reed to Superintendent of the D.C. School
.

System. .Mr. Reed, as Assistant-Superintendent of the State Office, had

shepherded thdSSPACE Program

i.
in dealings with the fiscal and managerial

21
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arms of the school system during the first year. Under his guidance, the

then- SUperintendent, Dr. Barbara Sizemore?,became a SSPACE ally and authorized

System. funds to pay for compUter maintenan9eduring the second year'of the

program., The rapport between Mr.Reed, Mr. Jackson and Mr. SaunderS was an

important. force to the success of SSPACE.

To compensate for the personnel fluctuations,'during the second year of

the program additional D.C..School System-personnel were invited to attend
I t4

Board meetings. Our.hopes..were that their presence and interest would stimulate

the school system to make more immediate and positive decisions concerning

the future of the project. This strategy was only partially successful since

attendance of "aystem personnel 1..s sporadic. Other than HumRRO personnel,

a "natural" chairman.fOr the Board did not emerge during the second year. Two

project teachers beCame members of:the Board during the second year:of-the

project, and their experience and knowledge provided valuable input for decisions.

Student participation on the Board was suggested and_a-decision will be made'

in late 1976:

Although the,Board meetings_ provided one-of several links among all four

schools, the meetings, at least during the second year, primarily involved

public school business, e.g., submission of,a budget, expansion, equipment

purchase. St. Anselm' eatablished-a private school network and was concerned
.

with different issues. This network is discussed in the following section.

The private schools do have a community representative, Nancy Colodny; on the

'Board for the coming year.

It is currently planned that the Board of Directors will continue to

functiOn after the end of the grant period. HumRRO organized a meeting in

September 1976. At that-time, all responsibility was turned over to the school'

system, although HumRRO personnel continued as ex- officio members of the goard-
,

throughout the 1976-77 school year.



USERS AND' SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

During the second year of the project, eight additional schools became

users of SSPACE resources. McKinley and Ballou, public secondary schools,

began to access. the. Wilson system. This was possible without any modificat1ons

to the Wilson system. Neither St..Anselm's nor Dunbar fully uiilized their

ports on Wilton, preferring to use their own computers.

St. Anselm's, like Dunbar, had the capability to expand from 8 to 16 users

by adding only.data sets to their computers.' After approval from the National

Science Foundatibn; St. Anselm's with their extra ports was able to service

.

on a cost- iecoverable basis to additional private and parochial schools. They

thus created another network. Six schools, Georgetown Day, Field, Maret,

Visitation, Sidwel Friends and McNam4a joined the network during the second

year Five addi oval customers are tied in for the 1976-77 school year. The

_St. Anselm's teachers manage the entire network, providing both technical and

educational support to the other schools. After 14 months-of internal discussion

in the D.C. School System central the Wilson system was finally

upgraded in September 1976, to run a more_sophisticated operating system, the

2000.Access System, and to quadruple its storage space for instructional

applications.

System Usage

Usage of the computers increased during the second year, of the project.

The following table describes the second year level of activity.

School No. Teachers No. Classes No. Students

Wilson 5 12 410

Duhbar 4 10 .200

Eastern 3 .7 140

St. Anselm's 3 10 150.

Total
.

15 39 - 900

-4,



Na specific usagefigures'are available for the six .schools in St. Anselm's

network or for McKinley or Ballou, but estimatesshOw that total usage of the
.

A -\
:.

three computer systeMs involved approximately i500-students. Thus, the
-

projection of increased.student use made in the first Annual Report to the

National Science Foundation seemed tobe reached (p. 4 of Annual Report,*

September'30,' 1975).

POST-PROJECT PLANS AND COORDINATION

A primary focus for.the Board of Directors throught the second year was
.

to plan for the time when HumRRO would nolonger be responsible. for the project

and the School System would manage all functions. To prepare for this, the

School System was requested to create a project account and provide the funds

for telephones, maintenance of the computer systens and new equipment orders

4
(National Science Foundation continued to provide, funds for the maintenance

of terminals) after the first year. This occurred, but the process was slower

than originally'anticipated and resulted in significant changes.in planning.

The Board submitted to the -D.C. Schools a written plan for "the third year

,- -

of the project, a job description for a project coordinator -and a bu- dget. It

was informally approved by the school system and we_were assured that Someone,

.,
most likely a current project teacher, would be detailed to the system to

.

,
.

:
. . .

-

manage the:pxOjeCt; Presently, no aCtion:has-been:taken. Individual schools,
. 1 -.,,".

therefore, have been fortedto make arrangements for the management and

operation of their computer programs: For example, Dr. Vincent Story, has been

released fors80% of his time during the 1976-77 school year to manage. the

Wilson system. His time w4.11 be available to other schools for a fee. Dunbar

High Tchool has set aside a special fund for supplies in the event the budget

'4k
is never formally approved at the system level. Dunbar has also hired a teaaer

4)

who has an extensive: bacliground in instructional tomputing'to deyelop a computer

24
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science curriculum. In addi ion, Dunbar is changing it philosophy

to fit the open school'-e vironnent of its new building and, therefore, its manage-
,

ment plan for computer usage, Although we assume that the 7erbal1asSurances from

the central office will materialize, the delays, are potentially detrimental to

the momentum and expansion of the project. We hope that the Board of Directors

- will continue to take.an active roleo-in spurring action from the System after

the grant period.

St.-Anselm's has continually demonstrated the desire and ability not only
-

to manage a large networkbut to support it financially. We predict that

their systeM"will Continue to grow and flourish in the future and that they

,,-

"will-continue to;Jessen-the ties to the Wilson computer system:to become:an

independent network.
..

Various ideas- for project expansion have been explored during the second

evening programs offering remedial reading and highyear. These -include

sChool egi.VAlency under the Adult. Education Department, elementary:School.:
. ,

participation, and using computer-assisted instruction forlhandicapped:

populations. Although no decisions have been made, these ideas 'arerstill

being pursued. Discussions Continue to be held with appropriate personnel in

the Superintendent's offiCe and at. the_various schools.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT COURS .ES

In the fall of 1975 the project teachers

needed for additional teachers,in thetr.sChools Id become' involved with

stated that an incentive was

computing. They suggested that a course offering graduat credit would provide--

-
j

Such an incentive. Dr. Stuart Milner, a professor in the.Educational Technology

Department at Catholic University, offered-a course- thalt he could easily tailor

for teachers using the SSPACE computers. Initially, the staff development

department of the.D.C. Publid Schools was planning to provide tuition for



.
teachers, but this proposalvgs fabled until the next fiscal year ahe'final

arrangement was for teachers to pay half, with the SSPACE Project paying the

remainder. Teachets.frOm non-prodect schools Were requi=red to Pay full

..-,,F
. .

tuition. TWenty-three tegchers from eight schools enrolled in the course
, -,. . . ..

C..

which met weekly at Wilson High School. Each teacher received .3 graduate'

.

credits for completing the course. Distribution. of teachers.by.schools is

as f011owe:

School No. of Teachers

Dunbar
Wilson 4

Georgetown Day 4

HOlton Arms 2

,McKinley .2

Eastern 2

Anacpstia 1

Gordon Jr. High '1

The course touched on -many aspects of instructional computing, but

concentrated on BASIC programming and developing programs or modifications of

--exisc.ing programs for use in the classroom.: Many of the final projects w re
.

.

of excellent quality, .and will be.used-throughout.the'SSPACE'PrOjed nekt.siear,
. -

The range of projects included. chemistry, games; SateIlite*tracking
`-aL4

7
for-otbital mechanics, surveying, stoCk'market SiMulatiOns,energy refation7

. -

ships in biology, matricies, geometry theorems, a career InformatiOn system,.(a

.library.retriaVal system, programs for idratifying theLpartS of speech. and

,using themim_sentences, and management applications for physical education

:teachers.. Copies of 'the-programs.and may through

HumRRO.

During the second year HumRRO personnel provided mini-courses in computing

literacy.for eighth graders at Eaton and Hardy elementary schools, and for

two sophomore English classes at Wilson High School. Outlines of these courses
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areDavailable toproject teachers on request. The.topics covered included

introductions to computer hardware, programming in BASIC, and using a computer

termimal to play computer games, sampling existing courseware, and writing

simple programs.

TRIPS

In addition to the individual trips descri6d in the Case Studies section,

L.)

the teachers travered as a group to Philadelphia to visit Dr. Sylvia. Charp,

study the curricula she and her staff have developed and get acloser look at
a

the management of _a-large public school project. The trip'was disappointing

because the project in Philadelphia was not willing to give their courseware

without charge to teachers outside their system.

Bumla0 support personnel also attended several Hewlett-Packard Users. Group

-meetings and a NAUCAL,Conference to exchange ideas ans search for curricular

materials for the SSPACE teachers. They also visited the TIES project in

Minnesota.

In addition to the quarterly Board of.DirectoiS,meetings, the HumRRO staff

also met regularly with the principals and the,Troject teachers. The.purposes

of the monthly teachers meetings were to'review new. programming techniques,

starting curricular materials and experiences using them, .air problems and

dikUSs their sorutions Codtdinate-project,actiVitiesamong.schools, and gather.
. _ ,

evolution,data..: The principals meetings concentrated'- on project management--

problems suchas teacher release time, computer room security, scheduling, -and

the future of the project, as well as data collection. At times the teachers

and principalS met as a group to improve intra-school as well as project

communications.



HumRRO staff and other participants have also met throughoUt the project's

second year personnel in the D.C. Public School State Office for the purpose

of insuring the smooth transfer of the SSPACE program responsibility to the

Central System.

HumRRO organized occasional meetings with project personnel and vendors

A
to iron out maintenance problems." Briefings were held each year for the

Superintendent of the D.C. Schools. Meetings were also held with other branches'

of the school system (e.g., special education, career development, and adult

education) to discuss the possibilities of expanding the project.into these

areas.

SITE PREPARATION 75

Preparation of the schools for installation of.the computer systems was_

done.during the summer of 1974. Major construction work, electrical wiring

and air conditioning were necessary at both Wilson and Dunbar to insure security

of the computers and provide separate environments for students to work. Site

preparation at the other two'schools was minimal. It was necessary to hire

.

.outside conti-actors' for this work rather than relying on. D:C. School -System c
-

personnel.

.WORKSHOPS

One of HumRRO'S major support roles in this project was to-train the

7`school syStemersonnel tq use computerbased curricular materials, and. Manage

the operation of the dOmputer sySteMs themselves. Initially, three teachers
-:

frobieach-.of :the sthoolexcept Eastert).4Were.Selectedjothis.respOnSibillt

HumRRO organized an initial workshop in the summer of 1974 (see Chapter TI,

Workshops) for teachers,'with selected sessions for principals as Well.

In addition to.instruction by HumRRO personnel several experts were invited

to- conduct sessions in this workshop- Two teacher/developers from the
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. .

Huntington II Project spent three daye:inst g teacheis how tb use,
.''.

.,..i't.,,;-.,4.,..,...... .., . .. , ..

A- .e

moZify and. implement the Huntington simulations. in the oldSstoom. Dr-. Thomas
.i.. . .

1

Dwyer and.one of his teachers provided instructiOri on ItASIC-prograimming and
_ . .

..

Hewlett-Packard proirided instractors.to teach their'compuier-assisted

instruction (CAI) authoring system (IDF) and an. introduction. to .the math

drill-and-practice curr(.culum and its associated managelefnt system.

FolloW-up 'workshops ere conducted at each school by Hewlett-Packard on

the operation of the'computers. =These took place in tember and October as
.

o

soon as each computer.wasinstallea and operational.

During the summer of 1975 the.teacherg requested a workshop which foclised.

on the development of new curricula and advanced programming in BASIC. HumRRO

personnel provided direction and instruction throughout this'workshop. An

experienced user of the Hewlett-Packard CAI authoring system alSoyorked With

the teachers for several days. Student xperts" were -available to answer
.

programming questions and operate -the computer.

After these workshops the teachers were ab,le to organize training for

other:int6rested i'acuJ2.t in their schools.; The HumRRO staff provided guidance

and soMe instruction. theee sessions. -,Similaf to the other workshOps funds'

were provided (fro release time- money) to pay the teachers an.honorarium for

-attending. 1.These workshops areldescribed_in Chapt II. -In addition, the

teachers at Eastern are planning a'workshOp.for nglish.teachers for early

1977 using the programs developed at St. Anselm's in spelling, vocabulary,

parts of speedh and gfiammar.
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Chapter III

MONITORING THE ADOPTION PROCESS

r

THE 1:IUMAN, ELEMENT IN THE ADOPTION PROCESS.

In our previous work on the adoption of computerbased learning materials

in education, we discovered that quite clearly the most significant element

in whether or not materials innovations are (a) adopted, (b) implemented and

(c) incorporated into the warp and woof of the-fabric of any educational system

dependedciearly upon key personneland organizational mechanisms. 'In our

DC SSPACE Project we attempted to aid the process by continually meeting

with the administrators and teachers, in.order to heighten their awareness of

the various needs related to adoption . n addition, we met with the DC School'

System personnel on a periodic'basis. In the latter 'case, we established

rapport witH the associate uperintendent for State Programs in the District

ea' .

of Columbia. The complex interplay of personalities and levels Within the

school system was heightened by the inclusion of ,a private parochial school

-as One of the four test sites for the SSPACE Program. (The key personnel at

the start of the SSPACE program were two of the high ;hool principals., The

public school -pxinCipal was politically adept and knowledgeable concerning

the ways to overcome resistances and accomplish purposes of the-project within

the administrative structure of the school system. He was also extremely

influential with the associate superintendentfor st6e programs. Through

his personality many doors wereopened, to gain support for the program at the

district level.

Secondly, the Headmaster of the private school also was a driving force

in the project and, together with the public school principal noted above,

was able to influence our sponsor concerning the motivation of the participants.
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In addition, he serred as a catalyst foAmotivating the remaining principals

-and the teachers within his own school...'

The-associate superintendent for state programs was also extremely

-.interested in the use-of the computer as a means for upgrading the educational

status of the students within the ipner city. It was because of his rapport

with the public school principal noted above that we were able to influence the

thensuperintendent of the school system to set aside monies for maintenance

of the computers when 1 time came for the DC public schools to take over
. .

responsibility for the hardware in our project. During the ..first year of .the

project, the.ss personal relationships were extremely important in the accom-

plishment of adoption and-commitment on the part ofithe administration of the
.

DC public school system. Unfortunately, one driving force was removed

immediately upon award of the grant. The private school Headmaster was given

a new assignment. What this did was to brin in anew administrator '47110,,

while-he was interested in the.project,nevertheless did riot.have the same
. .

commitment of being an architect for the initiation of the program. He also
-

had d personality which perhaps did not blend as well with the other highly

mdtivated.principal. During the'secondyear of the project, the second

motivating force was lost when the public school prindipal, who was one of

the architects of the program, left on sabbatical and was not -available for_the

duration of the second rear. :Finally, the third complication which was an

irony occurred. This was the promotion of the previous associa;e superintendent

of state programs to the iposition.of superintendent of the DC school system.

We say "ironic" because while the potential power of the new superintendent

increased the likelihood of influence for the.program within the school system,

the new superintendent now had a much broader -set of programs,- projects and

responsibilities over which he had to preside. This therefore, made it more
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difficult for him to give as much time and attention as he might have liked

to to the DC §-SPACE Program.

These three, occurrences placed much more of a burden On the HumRRO staff

to continue responsibilities at a time when the turnkey nature of the project

demanded that the school system personnel themselves begin to undertake an

increasing amount 'of responsibility and authority for the continuance of the

program.

Thee results of .these Occurrences are difficult to document specifically,/

.However, it was clear to us,that h number-of items,whi,ch could have made the

routinization of CBLM innovation into the high schools Were hindered. For

example, no one really pushed for continued release time for the participating

teachers in the project. Perhaps even more important, Ticiiine seemed to fathom

the bureaucratic morass of the DC public school system with the resul that the'

previously agreed -upon account for maintenance of the computer and 'S ubsequently

.for the student terminals took some 1.8 months to see the light of day:through

the. DC bureau cracy.. With the continued difficulties in the public school

Portion of the program, it became increasingly apparent that the private

parochial participating school had needs unique to its own existence and not

.in common with the public schools. Finally, towards the end of the project

the parochical school's Headmaster saw fit to%decline participation i the

pgoject Board of Directors meetings. The parochial school went out on its own

successfully. It sold time on its.computer and to this day has a.very viable

albeit self-contained network of participating schools. The public schools,

on the other hand, never did manage to take sufficient initiative to* generate

a proposal for presentation before the School Board in order to maintain

continuance and commitment of the computer-based instructional project as part
.

,

of the school system's overall program. HumRRO, therefore,.drafted a proposal

which was then modified by the project Board of Directors and sent through
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the school system central accounting. Originally, this proposal preparation

was to have been done by the project participants with the HumRRO staff acting

as advisorg.

One of the significant features fof success as we perceive it during the

course of the project was ;he-appointment of Director of,Instructional Computing

by the DC Public school system. Thiskias proposed by HumRRO in the draft

proposal, but was not acted upon officially at the time that the HumRRO

participation ceased at the end of the project (1 DeCember-1976). It was

promised by the school superintendt at a meeting in his office on November 24,,

1976, 'that such an appointment would take place. At-Our last review of the

sittation; such an appointment was not yet in existence. P

An extremely important feature to the successful adoption of CBLM is the

recognition by the localadministrator personnel (i.e., principals and

assistant principals) that' the cadre of teachers who are handling both the

development of new materialg and the training of additional teachers require-

sufficient release time from their other duties so that the added respo nsi-

bilitips,.Involving the use of. the 'computer are not perceived as added .on

c.-

requirethents to their regular duties. The CBLM requirements must be made a

normal part of the teaching-day. This means perforce a release time

equivalence .to the pteparations and conduct -of computer -based learning materials

in the teaching process. Moreover, the teachers should be given incentives

to participate in the adoption of the new program. Real release time is one

.dr

meaningful incentives.: Others ghoula be explored actively. All of these items
.

were foundto contribute tothe difficulty in and lack of promise for the .

continuance of the DC SSPACE program as an active viable incorporated part

of the DC school system following HumRRO's withdrawal.



A majq approach to monitoring the adoption' process involved the use of

-a transactional evaluation-technique We have found_that this_technique is

7,4

particularly applicable in our experience concerning the uses of computers in

t

education. Repeatedly we have found that the problems in successful implemer,-

tation of- computer -based learning has depended upon the human elements involved

in any project,.rather than the technical problems of coding of instructional
>

materials, prolndingsophisticated hardware, etc., etc. The technique is

'particularly, Useful as an evaluative aid when the decision-making environment.

within which a proiram is introduced may be perceived as requiring radical,

alterations, such as the purchase of computers, impact upon department strdcture

when individualized instruction using the computer takes place, scheduling of

students on the terminals, ho4sing of the terminals; mundane problems, etc.

Transactional. Evaluation (T.E.) is a technique to foster a formal,

explicit set of relationships of toles, problem's, and possible solutions, amongst

project members and between the.project team and the implementing environmental.
.7

users. Because.r.E.-obtSins its data from participant opinions hav,ing

'
potentially highly charged emotions, it is essential -that technique be

applied.by an.independent evaluation' team. Since opinions are. solicited through

k,

active discussion; it generally is not feasible to use.in groups of'More than

20-39 participants.

Transactional Evaluation gives a snapshot of what ti.s 'happened in a project

,

to date in th-.t it shows the state of the, human-syStem at a point in time. A-
.

i > , I , --,
.

collection:of these "snap'shots' provides an Overview related to. human issues in
',

,.. ,

. .

implementing a program. In this sense, the result of T.. could be called a

summative evaluation of the project system. On the otter hand, in dealing with

the perceptions of the varidus.project members and othtrs, one can also focus

- on the means by which problems can be overcome and solutions evolliedfor improving



the relationshipg and diSambiguating,the.laArftof clarity amongst the persons.

terms of the way in which the program Is to be used or the way in which the

people are to relate_to one another using the program. Then- to this extent -we:..;,.

could coresider T.E. a form of formative evaluation. (.For details of T.E. procedures,

'see Seidel, 1978.)

-Analysis of the adoption process per se started with application of T.E.

. . .

in August-, 1974, at the Teacher Training Sessions. It included the playing of

roles (e.g., administrators, parents, teaCherS and students). by each of the

'designated particiPants,'and obtaining statements concerning the perceived. -goals

by each person, as 'well as potential problems in meeting these goals and potential-

solutions for overcoming the problems. .With the aid of this quegtionnaire we

Amre.able to focus on.anticipated difficulties in the adoption process.

The teacher attitude data were obtained four times last school year: .August,

January-, April and .May. A fifth questionnaire was administered on .the last day

of the teacher workshop at Wilson High School (August 1, 1975). The results

show that- as the year progressed teachers became less concerned about scheduling

stu-dents,and involving the community in computer activities and.. other teachers

in the project. The .teachors became more concerned with. implementation of

.computer-based instruction- to complement existing.Curricular material's in:January.

. .

and April than they had been a year ago (August 1974).: In May the desirability:

5

of achieving widespread computing literacy by implementing computer science in

all subjects:q_essentd-considerably from"August and January. The teacherS also ,had

Qrenewed interest in involving.new teachers and having a project newsletter in

0,

The most recent transactional evaluation asked the teachers to list their

-major.accomplishments and disappointments in the.project _to date and their
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expectations for the project in the coming year. We changed the words and

satisfactorily counteracted a growing diiSatisfaction with repeated T.E. adminis-
.

trations.

The major accomplishmentS agreed upon by most of the teachers had to do with

computing literacy .for themselves
- _

,
an appreciation for the durricular.advantages of using the computer to enhance,.

and their students and with this literacy, thus

their teaching:

The disappointments are similar to problems revealed in the previous

transactional administration. The most interesting finding is that- the disappoint-

ments over the past yeai were principally confined to problems at each of 'the

:schools rather than overall probleMs or disappointments in the.project. For

example, there were a number of rguments at one of the project schools amongst

the teachers and this was-reflected in one of the statements. submitted where

two of the project teachers agreed with that problem of petty arguments,,two were

neutral and the remainder disagreed.with,that.statement, A major area of
-°.

,,. . . . . .

disappointment which was almost unanimous (7 out of 9-teachersresponded).related-':

:- '

to eqnipmeni failures (not'unusual in a neW:ySteM implementation). No one

expressed any .disappointments concerning the.. project structure. We infer .that

the. organizational arrangementsacross 'schools:Public. and private, and with the

Cooperation of the administration, seem to workout rather well. Earlier worries

about commitment from principals,, and release time faded. Apparently the

organizational arrangements took hold and the interrelationships of the personnel

on the project became.extremely favorable,

Transactional Evaluation was used with the participating Principals as

well Initial concerns of the Principals similarly related to 'familiarization with

both the equipment and with._ the.. position of the projectvithin the schOols. The
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data fran the principals also're wed a, shift away from original-concerns
"

about implementation to other co erns now-with p6St -project planning
.

for inte-

of the piroject within the schoOl system.



..

Chapter IV.

ATTENDANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT DATA IN SSPACE-RELATED CLASSES

It has been the intention of the SSPACE Program from the outset to g

beyond the measurement of what is by, now a generally accepted enthusiasm on the

pait of the users of cotputer-based curricular materials in various school

settings.: The'-'onus is onthe:technology_to shoW.the Valuein such meaningful

terms As achievement, motivation, attendance or 'oiher methods of improvement

at the level of the Student in order that computer usage may be justified in

any SchoA'setting. While our .data are not completely analyzed of this
-

Aate, we do .have' iiidiCationp.;that:the.goals of inCreised.motivition

achievement, and gain in productivity .are, in fact, .being attained.

The overall attendance data-have been analyzed frbm the three public
. , a-

,

schools as follows. ,We.compared, within classes, the absenteeism of the

1973-74-academic year with that of the current academic yeai with the

participating teachersPin the SSPACE Program. Our initia;Janlayses were

confined to the participating teachers as opposed to examining an effect of
.,

teachers who may have participated but were not originally assigted.to the

project. EVen,thouglhthe latter data would have been useful., the most

important analysis'it -the:outset is the examination of the effeCts-ihat the

addition of he cOmputer materials had in the °same course-of

by our participating teachers.

instruction given

Following the collection of absenteeism' figures, we calculated the cost

to the DC -SChool System per day, per student. (This figures is $8.43.)

We computed the average ,numberof days of increased attendance between

list year and his year for the student Population.(N = 630) within the
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SSPACE Prograth. We interpret'this increase in attendance as a cost

productivity gain and relate-It to the value ofusing,the computer in'the

classroam. Multiplying the figure for each, school times $8.43 and summing

across schools; we obtain a net productivity gain of $30,790.07. :(See the

table below.)

Cost Productivity:Gains .

(x Attendance Gainx$8:43-x No. .students/
school)

The in of this dollar figure as an increase in productivity

is based on the fact that the daily cost per student exists whether the student

is in school on..a given day or not i Therefore,. any, increase made in the

attendance of a student in a classroom resultsin an increase in the productiVity

of the dollars'allotted. by the SchoOl System:

In :the SSPACE Program we may infer that with the use of the computer--;

based, materials', the increased productivity of our :Participating-students was

appioximately $30,790.

Obviously, increasing-the attendance of the students does not guarantee

.

an increase in their learning. But, at the very least, this does say that the
-

students were motivated to stay in school, a factor resulting in the use of
, .

the taxpayer'S'dollar in the pursuit: of the goals for which the mOneyas

intended.
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Before movi to 'a discussion.of the achievement data, it would be

worthwhile to extrapolatefor a moment from the existing. findings as to what kind

of prodUctivity.gain,wptld be possible were we to make full use of the current

4 equipment configuration in theSSPACE-Program. To begin,, as mAny as 1500 ,

students could be served by the current computer configurations-at Dunbar

and:Woodrow Wilson HighSchools. If weWere to assume that the same kind of

a gain could be achieved with the 1500 students as has:been achieved with

the 630 students-to.date, we could easily, on:a conservative basis, double

. . . ,

the amountOf productivity' shown in the current year. Thus, $60,000 would be

an estimated projected cost Productivity Gain within the. same configuration.

If we were, to carry this-further and estimate the Possible gain. for the.total

number of students in all the secondary public schools in the District of

Columbia (on approximately 24,000 students), we could conservatively proiect.

a Productivity Gain on the :order of $1 million. It is also po,isible t,

'speculate further on the projected gain foi the:entire District. of Columbia
-

School System if coMPuters were' tolbe used at,all levels anclnot just that of

the high:schools. It:would-be foolish at thig pdint'to go. that far. Needless

tosay, the projected-Productivity Gain would be in millions of dollars.

.We recognize clearly that there are Some Potential:noveIty effects and

-:that there are limitations' based upon the fact that we hive-volunteer teachers -
. . . .

involved in ourproject. Nevertheless., the data that we have gathered to

date do illustrate what could be gained given a coherent approach to incorporating

computer-based learning materials in the curricula of the D.C. School_System.

This tequired-as has been noted:in Our projectproposaconsideration

f the attitudes and motivations of allthe participants within such a

progiam,including.the principals,'teachers,.students and. the:various

D.C. system administrators. If the use of the computer is introduced in a
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-
-very-systematic'way with the participation of all concerned, it clearly can

cause a substantial gain'in -motivation and the potential for learning among

the'students.

jInpraciTaL.:terms., reasoned, 'therifore:,-that the; Productivity Gain
.

,yielded by use of the computer in the SSPACE Program in and of itself .is
.

'greater than, and would:therefore pay for, the maintenance costs for the

equipMent on an annual basis.

The other data to be ieported in this section illustrate that the related

achievement also hgs-improved and shows the worth of using the computer in

the classroom. Evaluation of achievements with the use of the computer as an

.

augmentation. to instruction is inComplete. However, a complete analysis is

avallable:from one ofthe project.teaCher!s Courses.at Dunbar High School.

Other datawill. be. subjected to similar analyses and will be reported inAlue
< -

Course. -TheSefreSults are extremely useful to .illustrate the manner-in which
. .

we are analyZing our achievement data and what can be acCoMplished giVen a very
1

CarefulAmtegrationof computer materials -.in theiclassroom.--

The-instrlictorinquestionteacheS applied:consuer'math and has written approxi-.
- .

. .
mately 15 computer programs in BASIC for use rof his students,: The programs-

..

include such topics is estimation of percentages, the solving of proportions,

and remedial subtraction and addition. Programs were also organized around

topics such asthe use of credit and the-types of problems consumers might.

encounter in everyday Use of mathematics. Therefore, it haS.extremely'pratticar

value for high school students. This use of the coMputer in the curricula of:

the SSPACE Program clasSes has been. chos-en as our example because it presents

. a ,uniqUe opportunity for interpreting the value, of computer-based-curricular

materials In this course, the :subject :matter (e .g . use of credit' and consumer
.

procedures), is' self-TaCed; normally, without

41
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students are accustomed to finishing sections at different, times, with the

more accomplished students receiving additional materials with which to work.

In the current instance, the students moved from the Credit Section to the

next section of the course_as they successfullycompleted their unit test.

Those students who successfully finished the unit test first formed a group

of'14 students who did not have any computer-aided materials. The teacher

noted the areas of _difficulties which these students had expeiienced and wrote

computer piogtams to enable-practice problems to be-used for-those students

-still to finish-that section. Thus,-the next-Eof students who finished

hadcomputerprobleinswith which they could supplement thIS-work as they went

through the Credit unit. The students who had the computer-aided supplementary

,problems did significantly better on the unit test. for Credit Materialsthan

did those whohad no computer experience. This may not be too surprising in

view of the fact that the students ha4ing the computet problems had extra

practice.- EOWeve4.what is unique is the fact that the cumulative grade -point

Amie-thge.of.the students' who had the computer practice was much, much lower than'

that of the students who did not have the computer as an aid to their study.

during the Credit unit. As might be expected from:other educational research:

and praCtiCal'expetience;'the faster students generally had history of better

achievement..BOwever, in this 'Instance; the students -'with the better history

of achievement were surpassed by the studentswhubad e.-deficiency of achieve-

Meat. .This was accomplisheCUsimo;lyby adding coMputet .practice problems to

the repertoire of the Credit unit. The same:finding held in the unit on

,

Consumer Procedures; thatis, the students with a deficient history of achieve-

ment more than compensated for this when given.. the' opportunity to practice
. _

more probleMs byusing the computer .during -their study of the unit.
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Stated in.anothe* way, the value ofthetcomputer to this curriculUm was
. .

that it not only eltwinated the.previously held advantage of the so- called

better students, it in fact enabled the so-called poorer students. to do.better

on tests-:related:to:the:unit where the computer was involved. The finding

. takes on even -more significance/if we note that no students in the' computer-7

aided grOuP hada cumulatiVe grade average greater _than D.- TwentyfiVe,percent

of the ton,7computer groUp had /a cumulative grade average of C or better. The.

figure below summarizes' averages for these two groups.
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Thus,-given a properintegration of computer-based materials into a

it.dan indeed 'aid the pobrer student to do much better.thanrthe'

Previous history of-las/her grades would indicate. Taken together, the

data analysed from the first' year's effor in theS6ACE'PrograM illustrate

that,_given an integrated.coherent.approach-tbincorpOrating.Computers. into



the. curricula of_a secondary school:within the D.C.. system, motivation can
. .

be enhanced to the point of increased prodUCtivity:-or,'Stated another Way, a

better return on the taxpayer's investment per-student-day in school. And,

secondly, the preliminary achievement data confirm _that not 'only is motivation

increased by:the student, but that the. -so-called poorer student_. can benefit
.0

markedly from the use of the computer in the classroom.

During'the last year of the project, responsibility.for data collection

and continuing implementation of the computer in the cucricula was turned over

to the schools. HumRRO'concentrated on advisory service helping with

workshops, changing the character of the SSPACE Board, overseeing hardware

maintenance, and attepipting to gain commitments for continuity through the

central offices of the. D.C. Public School System. This resulted in very

little meaningful data recording.by the teachers. The materials that

-follow were the only usable-second-year data

Analysis of Test Data in an Accounting Class

Elizabeth' Street of Eastern High School developed, six programs fOr students

iujter accounting classes. The programs drill .students ontheir knowledge

of accounting terms used in the text. Usage of the programs (ACCT1,3,4,5,7

was optional (ACCT2 was required).

Test scores for students taking the optionak'programs prior to the test

were significantly higher than those of the students who did not use the

program (see Table 1).

Wealso.loOked.at the.relationship between use of the computer (number

of programs taken), attendance, and grades within'the Course (see Table 2).

.All six programs. were part of the: first adyiSOry.perlod, so:thefiratCompariSon

4
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was made using grades at the end ofthat section of the course.

ship (r = -758) was found between number of programs taken and ade' in this

A strong relation-

.advisory. peribd. Another factor influencing grade is nuMber ofdays absent

frOm class-(ryz
= -.646)--the greater the number of absences, the lower the

grade., However, by partialling Out ."(or takingi*pacCouiit)

-
.
still remains-a strOngielationship between-useOf.the:computerand. grade ,

this factor, there.

cr
.62). This partial correlation indicates hoW much of a relationship

there is between grade and number of programs taken, if,therate of absenteeism

was held constant.

Even though the accounting programs were used only during the first section

of the course, we examined the relationship between their use and iiade in the

course:. The same analysis was performed relating number. of programs used, grade,

and absenteeism. As can beseen in. Table 2, the strong relationship between

grade and computer use was slightly attenuated (r = .658), but its significance

,diminished with abseenteeism accounted for Cr = .50).



Table 1.

Program

N Taking

Prograz (Test)

Mean

Test Score S.D.

N Not Taking

Program

Mean ,

Test Score S.D.

Mean Difference

T,est.(t)

.
ACCT1 22 93.55 6.201 69.75 25.28 2.63 p<.05

ACCT2 40 83.25 14.212

ACCTS,. 17 , 86.29 17.705 23 48.87 19.037 6.4 p .01

ACCT4 20 90.5 .12.763 15 '-\ ' - 73.33 , 20.412 2.8.7 p<.01
. , I

ACCTS .20 89,7 ' 7.505 '17 -62.24 18.298 5.79 p <.01

ACCT?
.4

at 94.22 8.026 .

,

79.67 21.06 2.29 p<.05



2
First Advisory Period (n=43)

r .758.
yz

r'
f
= .657x.

o' e

O

Course- (n=37)

r
xz

= .573

r
xy-z = ;62

r. = -.42
yz-x

..x -number of prografis taken.'

y = grade in first advisory. period i

r
xa

07

.575'

a
= -.546

r .50xfa

rfa-x ,=.30

z = number of days absent in first advisory, period

f

final grade in course;

number of days_ absent i,n courie

Table 2 Correlational Analysis
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Chapter: V

RECOMMENDATIONS/SUGGESTED MODELS

The SSPACE Program began operation n-the four premises listed below.

bur recommendations far, undertaking a program such as SSPACE will be grouped

under these four premises.

1.. Computing literacy is important to our citizens because of the pervasive

applications and uses of computers in our science, business, government,

industrial production and financial activities and, institutions.

Participants of the SSPACE program firmly believe that computing literacy

should become an integral part of a school system's instructional program.

have a successful literacy program itit necessary for the school system to

support computing literacy by providing, funds fora coordinator to oversee and

schedule literacy instruction. A slot.in'the curriculum must be

,ali students can be scheduled -for _some exposure to. computer.

arranged,so

In,additbn

..the'school system's support of SSPACE, involveMent of this Board of Directora-

Eind the community-in.formulating'a-tOtal literacy program is advantageOus.

We feel,that domputing literacy can be implemented in a variety of ways.

Oursuggestions follow.

For a more cost/effective use of the cO4uters, they shOuId,be

24 bours a dai. The security problems of the schools would have to be investi-
,

gated for this to happen. However, 24 hour/day computer usage ould make

- programs- available-for the entire community. Both remedial programs (math,.

GED,' reading) and computer liter acy-oould be taught as well as convent ,oral,
:

(!y-

ESSIC.Programming: The project coordinator could schedule all:o6uraes so, that

back-ups, long waiting lines or undgrusage could be avoided.
- :

to



j Junior high students could be scheduled for computing literacy courses..\:
so that -they -would -be ready- for -instructional computer usage -in- their later-=-- --

school years... These courses could be-taught by the coordinator or other

students. For instance, the-computer clubs at the high school could have as

one of their activities teaching literacy as one-of their major functions. This

would ease the time pressure on teachers to teach students besides the ones in

'their classes. In addition, the-coordinator could organize and teach workshops

for new and interested teachers, t4herefore, relieving current project teachers

of this responsibility

Computing litety does :.ot haVe to consist of a one-time exposure.' It

is reasonable to have a semester trimester) long computing literacy course

for which credit given. This course could meet once a week or more

often, depending on :omputer

Community members literate in. the uses -of the computer-could teach
/

literacy on a:voluntary baSis The prject-coordinator Could schedule. Ife

volunteers' times for classes.

2. Actual instructional. use of-computers in our public schools has been

-extremely limited, due to A 1111,;dber of obstacles to innovation and adoption of,'

.

comp ters into the;curriculum.

ecognizing the obstacles to coMputer.usage is the first step in devising
_ .

a plan for instructional computing in a school syStem. To avoid problems

'
encountered: by. other-sChoolS, HumWfocused itS effols on extensive teacher.

.

.training. .':This could only have been accomplighed:bec4uae:teacherS wereeiven

releist time and,teacherSWere.willing to receive training during their.:guMmer

vacations.I'Only during the summers do teachers have the time and.4nergy to

devote to ,spreading computer use to other teachers and':in using the;comPuter:,
, .

enough .,-tb:_feek,Competent.about using itfin their cla-ses.. ObstacleS to
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ntegratiokof instructional computihg in the curricula as experiencedby

SSPACE-are-discuss ed. below.

Release time in the first year of the project provided the time for

teachers to both work on their own and work with RumRRO and other SSPACE teachers.

During the second year., teacher quotas and larger class enrollments eliminated

release time for most SSPACE teachers. This made computer implementation

difficult. The lack-of release time in the school structures contributed to

other difficulties. For example,'SSPACE teachers were not as successful in

spreading computer use to other teachers as they had floped to be. In addition,

scheduling use of the computer room was an enormous problem when time was limited.

We feel that:another obstacle to computer usage is the lack of recognition

of teacher efforts in computing. Someolustions to this:problem arez,..graduates_-

credit for computer training, pay.;inceitiVes,':ataff development - credit, and

:.special awards. Th SSPACE:teachdrs should be applauded for their PerserVerence

:

and'''Creativitsji instructional computing. The should that 'heir efforts

havg_contributed positively. to the entire. school system.

'Often in the project,administrators at theschoolsdid not get involved,:

'enough to fully. understand the problems facing the project. For instance, having

the computers directly in the schools requires additional teacher time for

effective management.. The operations required of. the teachers. need to be

-A- -,-(

appreciateeby admaniatra'iors and integrated into their daily schedules.
.. .

SSPACE-teachers have had to deal with the-fiustratIon of equipment being
1

'
. 4

InaCceasibleoften for long periodsr lg riodsof time.4
1

Sometine the equipment could
-

.0. ,

not be-used r ht when a teacher planned_ extensive usage.
- ,
plans' had to'be developed quicily to handle this problem.

Alternative lesson.

Maintaining.,:stUdent

enthusiesihat these, times is often difficult if not impossible. There is

nothing more disheartening to a student than being promised. Computer time and

then not being able to cone' through on the promise.
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Some of the schools developd what we call a "compUter bum syndrome:"

Certain students_tended_to "hog' the computer .and.stUdents who were not as_pUshy

or as literate with computers were not able to use them as often as they wished.

This problem, we feel, stems from a lack of scheduling and management of

the computer rooms. Our teachers just were spread too thin to.be able-to

completely handle all pioblems which; occurred.

3. The prerequisite, lowcost computer hardware, software, terminaldevices,
2 ,

instructional methods°, and instructional materials are now well developedand

commercially available. A.

Early in the project the SSPACE teadhers discovered that the existing.

"Canned" programs were not readily applicable to their courses. The reasons

for this are-that program have been developed for use with texts and topics

.'not used. by SSPACE teachers and programs exist for a different caliber student

-than the SSPACE student. Therefore, much more materials development was

cam-.1-out than was originally planned. In addition, many of the programs

which-were 'in the laewlett,43-ackard 'system.-librarxes have 'been 'modif led' -by the

teachers. DeVelopmental and modification efforts (by our teachers) were a major

activity and consumed a large portion of both their release time (if-they.had

any) and their personal time.

, 34
We feet that regardless.of the. computer hardware,- software ,:and terminals

chosen that any computer system will wave limitations.. MOdifiCatiOnsof some

sort will haveto be made (Thether it is to the software.Or themodes of

implementation).* ToassuMe that any system will offer all of the features
. .

. .

desired by all of the ,teachers using it -is naive. Teachers, administrators,- and

students will havetoi,learn..to accept., the limitations or-features that.. they

did notanticipate..
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It should be recognized.by"both teachers and principals that implementing--

any computer program, whetherit already exists or is developed in-house is a

time-consuming activity. Time should.be allocated in the implementation plan for

full.. familiarity'with the materials and modifications, if deemed necessary.

Inherent limitations of the system chosenshOuld.be highlighted so that alterna-

tives cA be developed or investigated.

There arevmany factors to consider in chooSing an instructional computing

system. -Besides costs, the expansion possibilities, maintenance packages,

initial technical and educational support and the amount of commitment to

instructional computing by a vendor should be considered.

The educational support provided by vendors is a. factor riot to be-dismissed
.

lightly. 7 Naivd usere require explanations ofpossible.applicatiOns of programs.,

in thd curriculum. We feel that the type -)f support needed for effectiVe

computer usage is missing from most vendors. HumRRO personnel found it, necessary

to discuss program usage at length on numerous occasions and to follow-up on

6

discussions with the teachers. I.t..is...necesSary.:to.:have,a..i4dividual

responsive to these needs On a full7time basis especially in the early stages

of implementation.

/1
4. Adoption of Computers into the curriculum of tae seconder school. is a

complex process involving many more changes than simply learning te nical

skills and changing a plan7;.rather
/

the many .kinds offactors involved

include administrative; financial, attitudinal social, political, and.:organiza-
.

*tiOnal factOrs.

()Ur study of SPACE COMpUter usage focused on all of thefactors mentioned
.

ebOve. Some of the more_ important factors we found. in. establishing computing
--:,,,

:-are discussed below. ,. \ 0
:

-.. .
.

. . _ ,

Frequent communication among the schools and teachers in the project was an
. .

-

absolute necessity. The.mechanisms employed-for 'keeping one another informed.



of our activities were meetings and a newsletter. Minutes of every meeting held

Were compiled'and distributed to:all SSPACE participants. The newsletter was

:begun primarily to:keep track of all of the materials development undertaken.

BecauSe of:the communication routes develdped it was possible for SSPACE teachers

to cooperate in the development, debugging and testing of new materials.

Cooperation was established between the provate and public echopl as well. In -.

-effect,the teachers atthe various.schools served as nodes in a network Which

spanned the entire dity..

Despite the laudable efforts of the SSPACE schools to manage.their own

Systems, there were many times when the HumRRO staff found ii difficulttp.

discover who was.in charge of operation of the project. We feel that'the power

of SSPACE.participants within the school system was too dispersed at timestd

be effective. The program needed a coordinator with a budget and power at the

central level. .While HumRRO was still involved in SSPACE, the central system

...saw no necessity: to put someone in. charge. :A-coordinator is necessary for the
,

sUperv4idt df-theinatructionaITtomputing-currituiiam-and-menegement of the

various maintenance contracts required for th- equipment. We cannot stress

the importance .of establishing and renewing maintenance' contracts- on 'a timely.

basis. Without firm commitments'to keeping contractual relationships with the

.vendors, the.systems cannot be utilized to their fUll:potentlala:.

Teacher and administrator training are very important factOrS in the adoption,

Of computers. School systems must be willing to allow teachers release

'time:to prepare for the computer. and in the selection/development of-Computer:

materials. We are greatly pleased that our efforts toconVincethe.ichoois

oZ this haVe resulted in one teacher's 80% release time.for.computing:activities.

.

At the same time, it should be recognized- that student.- time is often given t.

-willingly without the enticement of pay;.' Students :should not be overlooked in

planning the scheduling and teaching of computing. The 24 hour eveilabilitv



of )theComputers is another resource which is built into the existing computer

systems

TeacherS,often accuse computers of being impersonal and dehumanizing.

Because of this negative bias inherent in the naive user, if. is of utmost

.
importance to obtain a clear idea of the. pedagogy/teaching philosophy of every

teacher involved with the computer. The teachers invariably use the compU'ters

withdifferent goals in mind. These goals should be solicited ahead of time

in writing so that teacher training.time.can:be responsive to teacherneeds

and desires. 'Goals should be solicited throughout the training periods to

ensure that training continues to be effective.

Safeguards should,be employed to avoid building up the expectations and

hopeS of all participantsrbeforethe systems are completely debugged and run

smoothly. Our teathers experienced undue frustrations. and disappointments when'

trying to implement their plans in the midst of hardware and software instability:

.The need for instituting Changes in plans whenschedUles-are not adhered to

'.shOUld be:stressed. Time fortrashes and.other minor setbacks. should be
--

figured into schedules 'and-accepted as an inte7ral'Part of, using. Computer's...


